
Vern Yip’s Design Tips to Sell a Home

The big real estate news in the

last couple of weeks was that

the Case-Schiller report said

that home prices have slid! Let’s

look at this rationally:

This report is for October-

November 2010 sales. When

interest rates ticked up in

December, the buyers came

running for homes to buy

before they were priced out of

the good deals.

This “big slide” in prices totaled

a whopping 1% in Los Angeles

County. Come on, folks. Is

Chicken Little back in town?

Nationwide, as President Obama

says, “…after the worst

recession in decades, we see an

economy growing again.” Oh,

but the news says different

about the housing market (visit

my blog for links to S&P/Case-

Shiller Home Price Indices).

FACTS:

April, 2006 was the highest

index for Los Angeles County:

273.10

November, 2010, was 171.86.

The lowest index was 160.34 in

May 2009.

So what is this NEW LOW? The

index was all of .22 lower than

the previous month’s report,

and although it was the lowest

of 2010, we are still talking

about a total spread over the

whole year of less than 5 points,

which is over 10 points higher

than the low of May 2009. All

this in comparison to the truly

big drop of over 110 points from

the peak of April 2006 to the

trough of May 2009. OMG! But

let’s not all leave our homes in

despair quite yet. (And where

would we go? Under the nearest

bridge?)

Let’s look at more local data.

Just so you don’t think I’m a

Pollyanna insisting that

everything is wonderful, the

table I have compiled (shown

on page 3) shows the “peak to

trough” numbers for several zip

codes in Northeast LA,

Altadena, South Pasadena,

Northeast and Southwest

Pasadena: You can see that we

had drops of 41 to 77% from the

highest quarter to the lowest.

But that doesn’t mean that if

you live in Southwest Pasadena

that your particular house lost

77% of its value and is now

worth less than half of what it

was in August of 2008. That zip

code actually lost less value
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A few weeks ago we saw Vern

Yip from HGTV’s “Deserving

Design” give a presentation on

how to stage a home to sell. He

was fantastic to listen to and

had a lot of great tips for

showcasing a home to really

appeal to its buying audience.

(You can visit our blog at

www.LADigs.com to view his

entire presentation.)

Here are his “Best Ideas for

Staging Your Home”:

1. Present an optimal space

plan

Optimize every room with a

space plan that keeps rooms

open and easy to negotiate,

while showcasing how to utilize

unusual spaces.  Moving

furniture around doesn’t cost

anything! This is so critical

because not everyone who

enters a property has the ability

to envision how it can be fully

utilized.

A couple of examples:

    * Take an awkward nook in a

bedroom or kitchen and turn it

into a home office.

    * Use a dining room table as a

place for meals and a desk for

projects.  In Urban Oasis New

York, Vern used a table that

seated six, but also served as a

desk complete with pedestals

for storage and electronics.  He

pointed out that it also could

serve as a prep surface for the

open layout kitchen – all to

show viewers how to optimize

square footage in a small

apartment.

    * Hide a laundry unit behind

doors in the kitchen, or a hall

closet, or a bathroom closet.

It’s really about showing people

how a space plan can improve

their space and what they’re

actually getting.

2. Stick to a monochromatic

scheme

A monochromatic room with

minimal contrast looks bigger

because the number of visual

breaks is minimized.  When you

diminish contrast you actually

expand the visual plane.

Neutral colors in tans, warm

grays, taupes, and shades of

warm white have the most

flexibility for adapting rooms to

anyone’s style and have the

broadest appeal.  A fresh coat of

paint is the best investment

when staging a property for

sale.

(Market Update cont. on
pg.3)

Last week the sky was falling, this week...?



(Design cont. from pg.1)

Did you
know?

By July of this year, all single

family homes in California that

use fossil-fuel burning appli-

ances, have fireplaces or an

attached garage will have to

have a carbon monoxide

detector installed. The Real

Estate Transfer Disclosure form

is being changed to include

these detectors along with a

disclaimer that it is not a

requirement to have one in

place in order to close escrow.

This is interesting since the law

makes it a misdemeanor not to

have one.

Most carbon monoxide detec-

tors cost less than $30, so this

is not a huge burden to shoul-

der, dear Homeowner. And the

law was passed to save the

lives of about 40 Californians

per year who are killed by

carbon monoxide poisoning.
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One unit from the show “Selling

New York” had some serious

architectural elements in the

living area.  So, everything was

painted a warm white color, even

some of the furniture was white.

Doing this

allows a

structural

element to

blend in

with the

environ-

ment.  You

can accent

it if you

want, but

painting it the same color as the

wall diminishes it so it fades into

the background.

3. Incorporate organic elements

Real elements make a property

look well cared for and add a

sense of life, vibrancy and

vitality to a space.

They don’t have to always be

fresh flowers or plants.  They

can be a lot of different things.

For example, Vern staged three

clear jars with different kinds of

hard candy in the entry area of

the Urban Oasis New York Unit

(he also mentioned “candy is

questionable as to whether or

not it’s organic, but again it’s

injecting that sense of life to a

space”).

A bowl of apples is a great way

to go.  They can last three to

four weeks, are relatively cheap,

and they give a lot of life to a

space.

One of Vern’s favorite tricks:

Monstera leaves in a vase

placed on a nightstand or

bathroom counter look great.

They are a couple dollars each

and last for several weeks.

4. Edit to showcase a space

Editing is free and an invaluable

tool for expanding the visual

volume of a room while also

making it look  neater, cleaner,

and more expensive.  When it

comes to accessories, using

fewer items with higher

individual impact offers the

most bang for

your buck.

People have a

natural

tendency to

accumulate

stuff.  Before

going on the

market it’s

important to

go through a home and really

edit down your belongings so

that a potential buyer can

visually understand the

possibilities in the property

they’re looking at.

For example, this is a bedroom

from Urban Oasis New York.

It’s not the world’s largest

bedroom, but they’ve done the

monochromatic color scheme

and they’ve really pared it

down.

They put

in a large,

central bed

with

pedestals

on either

side

showcas-

ing

keystones

from a

demolished brownstone here in

Manhattan.  The pedestals also

have niches so that they serve

as night stands.  The result is

an open, airy space that is quite

appealing.

5. Place visual emphasis on

highlights of a room

Make sure a room’s best

features dominate.  Whether a

space has a fantastic view, a

tremendous volume, or

incredible floors, the highlight

of a room should always be

underscored dramatically!

If, say, the highlight is an

unobstructed view – put low

furniture near the windows, and

use a monochromatic scheme

that does not distract the eye

from the view.

6. Remember secondary spaces

Finish and accessorize auxiliary

spaces.  Bathrooms, guest

rooms, and home offices should

be treated as primary spaces

and showcased with furniture,

accessories, and organic items

to.

Everybody thinks about the

living room, everybody thinks

of the dining room, everybody

thinks about the master

bedroom.  But you have to think

about the secondary spaces as

well if you really want to sell a

property.

A couple of examples:

    * Bath-

rooms:

include

artwork on

the walls,

place fresh

towels in a

basket, put a

plant on the

counter.

    * Guest

bedrooms:

make sure there are fresh linens

on the bed, put lamps on the

side tables, add an organic

element to a dresser.

Those are great tips on how

design can help sell a property.

Of course, if this all sounds like

way too much work for you to

handle before you sell your

home, hiring a stager is a good

option.  We work with a

fantastic stager who will come

in and make a detailed list of

what needs to be done (from

simple things like adding a lamp

to a side table to larger things

like repairs and painting jobs) to

make your home look fantastic.



Foreclosure & Short Sale Update for Eagle Rock, 90041

over the last 4 years than the

others. These numbers reflect

what houses sold for in the last

few years, not what your house

is worth today. And although

lenders hire appraisers who look

at the past sales to indicate

current value, we don’t have

very many housing tracts of

identical houses in Northeast

Los Angeles. What your

neighbor’s house sold for is not

necessarily what your house

will sell for.

Confused yet? Think about the

poor buyers in the market right

now. Last week it was all about

how prices are sliding. Today

the December numbers showed

much stronger improvement

than “the experts” thought. We

who own homes think we are

above any of this value talk. My

house is worth $800,000

because I say so, doggone it!

What is a buyer to do? We can

only look at what is available

versus what similar (?) proper-

ties have sold for, versus what a

lender will agree to lend on it.

Unless we can pay cash. I wish

we could. Then we wouldn’t

have to put up with all this loan

craziness. Unfortunately, most

home sales involve a lender and

the lenders want to make sure

their investment is secure.

Tiresome, but understandable.

Especially if you own stock in a

mortgage company or a bank

(Market Update cont. from
pg. 1)

How did Eagle Rock do with distressed property sales in 2010? It’s interesting. In 2009, there were 118 sales of which 17 were short sales

(15%) and 45 were foreclosures (38%); so a total of 53% of all sales were distressed. The average sales price was $446,000.

In 2010, we had 22% short sales (28) and only 12% (16) foreclosures of the 130 sales recorded (according to the itech Multiple Listing

Service).  So 34% of all sales were distressed properties. The average sales price was $468,000. It’s good to see an improvement, but we

certainly haven’t “bounced back” as many hoped that we would.

A big difference is that there were a lot more foreclosure sales in 2009 than in 2010. I credit the increase in short sales and resultant de-

crease in foreclosure sales to the change in lenders policies toward short sales. They became much more amenable to granting short sales.

I closed more short sales this year (3) than the year before (0), all of them listings.

It looks like we were doing a bit better in 2010 with somewhat more sales and higher average sales prices as well as fewer distressed

properties sold overall. Another way to say it is that 66% of sales in 2010 were “regular” sales as opposed to 47% in 2009. It’s interesting to

note, however, that the highest sales price in 2009 was over $200,000 higher than the highest in 2010. In my opinion, the reason there were

more distressed sales in 2009 than regular sales was more because “regular” sellers wanted to wait out the downturn and sell later when the

market recovered.  This year, some of those people either couldn’t or decided not to wait any longer to sell. Price is of key importance, as

well as the perceived desirability of the property for sale.  Buyers are not as reluctant to make offers much lower than the asking price

today, which is helpful when they are sincere offers that can be negotiated up. One of my sales this year started off with a $165,000

difference in offer vs. list price, and we eventually ended up at $65,000 less than asking.  With no predictions or indications of a quick

return to prosperity in 2011, it will be interesting to see how sellers and buyers deal with that. I have noticed that the uptick in interest rates

has encouraged an end-of-the-year flurry of business.

(you don’t want these banks

just lending money on anything

do you?)

This is the dynamic of the

housing market: recent sales

influence the value of the

current sale. In custom-built,

diverse, eclectic neighborhoods

like ours in the Northeast LA

and Pasadena areas, pricing is

an art not a science. Average

price per square foot is a

Zestimate, and we all know what

we think of Zillow’s numbers. I

don’t care what some appraiser

says, there is a huge subjective

aspect to valuing a home.

Sometimes the appraiser, buyer,

lender, seller and agents all

agree, and many times we don’t.
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Active:

652 Milo Terrace, Highland Park.  $399,000. Adorable 2+1 with open floor plan, easy care yard, charm and space! (S)

1260 Topeka Street, Pasadena. $489,000. Traditional 2+1 on huge flat lot with 500sf guest house.

1402 Hill Drive, Eagle Rock. $649,900. Completely renovated 3+2 traditional on one of the best streets in Eagle Rock. (S)

5312 Sierra Villa Drive, Eagle Rock. $549,000.  Craftsman cottage with 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, full attic and guest house. (S)

725 North Avenue 63, Garvanza. $447,500.  Updated Craftsman cottage with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths and lots of charm. (S)

1857 Hanscom Drive, South Pasadena.  $799,000. Hillside contemporary with tons of space and excellent school district. (S)

In Escrow:

3641 Kinney Place, Glassell Park. $489,000. Mid century with gourmet remodeled kitchen and expansive views. (S)

2371 Yosemite Drive, Eagle Rock. $349,000. Duplex, short sale. (B)

3175 Larga Avenue, Atwater. $499,000. Charming Spanish 1930 duplex. (B)

5024 Monte Bonito, Eagle Rock. $599,000.  English Tudor above Colorado with 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, character and style. (S)

1051 Dexter Street, Highland Park. $349,000. Craftsman cottage with fantastic views and bonus space. Short sale. (S)

Sold (since last newsletter was published):

949 Terrace 49, Highland Park. LP $539,000; SP $512,500. Completely re-done Victorian on huge lot. (B)

2478 Colorado Boulevard, Eagle Rock. LP $319,000; SP $340,000. Bank-owned home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. (B)

1560 Hazelwood Avenue, Eagle Rock. LP $344,000; SP $352,000. Charming Spanish in Occidental College neighborhood. (S)

1461 Yosemite Drive, Eagle Rock. LP $419,000; SP $440,000. Mid-century modern with great floor plan on street to street lot. (S)

6163 Buena Vista Ter., Highland Park. LP $399,000; SP $400,000. Cute Craftsman bungalow w/ 2 bedrooms, 1 bath plus den &office. (S)

1007 Cresthaven Drive, Highland Park. LP $409,000; SP $430,000. Mid-century modern with 2 bedrooms, 1.5 baths. Short sale. (S)

Check out my updated Restaurant Guide!
This is my personal, subjective, and sporadically updated guide to local food and drink establishments located mostly in the

Northeast Los Angeles area, branching out to Pasadena, South Pasadena, Altadena, and other nearby neighborhoodsl.

Got a restaurant or cafe you think should definitely be on the list? Shoot me an email to tell me

about it!

Visit www.tracyslarealestate.com/RestaurantGuide2011 for your copy and start checking out the

great food in our area.

(B) I represented Buyer

(S)  I represented Seller
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